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ABSTRACT
This report outlines the activities of the chairman

of the Speech Department of San Francisco State College during the
1968-69 postdoctoral fellowship year. The year's study was divided
between the Studies in Nonverbal Behavior Department of Langley
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute and the Education Policy Research
Center of Stanford Research Institute. Work at the first location led
to the design of a study exploring the differences between
individuals in their ability to interpret facial displays of emotion.
At the Educational Policy Research Center, the chairman was involved
in studies of student protests in general and of the student and
faculty strike at San Francisco College. He was also involved in
research to identify factors related to teacher effectiveness. His
conclusions are that the wide variety of experiences made possible
through the postdoctoral fellowship year are beneficial in broadening
a researcher's outlook. (RT)
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This is a report of activities during the postdoctoral fellow-

ship year, 196S-69. Also included is a statcmtnt regarding the in-

fluence of the postdoctoral study on resenrch and teaching during the

last nine months.

Postdoctoral st...dy was unde:ca2::en in ewo areas: nonverbal communi-

cation research and educational policy rese;..rcl:. people under whom

I worked, along with their institutions and locations flIlow:

Dr. Paul Ekman
Studies in Nonverbal Behavior
Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric
San Francisco, California

Dr. Willis Earmou
Ed-cational olicy Research Center
Stanford aesearch Institute
Menlo Park, California

Generally, the time was divided between the two locations in the

following manner: during the first half of the year, four days a wee,:

spent in an Francisco, and one day was spent in Menlo during the

last half of the year, four days were spent in Menlo Park, with one day

in San Francisco.

Nonve :fir, Research

7.
CI(

first sevLeal weeks at Studie .n Nonverbal .avior

spent be.. faciliar with the studies by EkAn



and reviewing related litoratn:c. D:. Ilscs still photograplis,

motion pictures, and videotapes Co re,:ord data, a:-.d hi6 1abor6cory

includes computer- controlled video ec:aip;:.ent rot enalysis of date.

About three months was occupied wta the :following activities: learn-

ing about the research in pro,e,eess; femilieeizetion with the eeuip-

ment and its use (for exemplc, learning che keyboard code for computer

control of various equipeont functions); learning the categories for

coding nonverOal behavior of the face, body, hands end feet; and

learning to recognize such behavior (including, for example, the identifi-

cation of micro-expressions embedded in other expressions which occur

in a fraction of a second). This training was done by aetempting to coda

all of the nonverbal behavior of the face end body of subjects who we :e

filmed while watching brief stressful motion pictures, and again filmed

later when they were trying to deceive a person regarding their feelings

while watching the stress films.

Later I corked on a project intended to facilitate the recognition

of fecial.dieplays of affect by presentthg various composits of the face

(forehead and eyes, nose and mouth).

For the remainder of the year I attended seminars, briefings, and

staff meetings, and began to design a study exploring the differences

hotwooa individuals in their ability to interpret facial. displays 0;

emotion.

Education z,, Pol;cv Research

For the first three months tt :Le Educational Policy Rescerch

Center, : under the direction of Dr. &obert Kantor. Purina this



time I became Zamiliar with the re, earth :weivities at the Centc:

conducted n litrazure search in the of rout and faily thernpy

for both ftoory aild methodology whiuh h:ive a2plication Lo class-

room comunication. At that tie, the staff and ee::sultants at the

Center were organized into various task ;:orces. I wc; )SL interested

in two groups, one dealing with Ltud...nt d:asene and revolutionLry

forces in education, and the oth:r which engaged in alternative futures

forecasting. I worked until early :ebru.lry with these two groups, par-

ticularly Stith the group looking into student

It vas during this time that the longest student and faculty

strike in the history of higher education in this country occurred:

Black and Third V:orld students went on strike at San Francisco State

Cole on November 6, 1958; zi,d about one cuartcr of the faculty struck

in e.rly January, 1969. I had been associated with the college, as

student and faculty member, for over a decade and knew something of the

issues and the individuals involved in the conflict. In short, I had

consilerably more than an academic interest in the Stn Francisco Szate

crisis. Several individuals at the Educational Policy Research Center

saw the San 'irancisco State Colleze turm.A1 as a prototype of student

protests which would occur throughout the country unless fundamental chan;es

in attitudes and policies were made regarding a number of social and

educational issues. I shared that view, and my involvement with the

Educational Policy Research Center became more than originally antici-

pate durinz that time.

bc, ;inning in > :arch, I began wor::1-... ::ith Dr. Vivian Sh,:r:-,en, a

coon __.4::_ at the Center, on an ,Ji7at:,7n of an area which was labeled

:cc .ace: c..f a better term--"subtle varLLIes"; classroom process variaMes
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which were thought to significantly ::,fluonce the cluality of educaion

but which had not been given attention by educai:ional researchers. 1,%e

began to look ac teacher effectiveness as mez,sured by such factors as

congruence (attitudinal and behavioral consonance), contra-counication

(referrirg to discrepancies betwccn contiguous vLrbalizations, or be-

tween simultaneous verb d1 and nonverbal cues, or between two nonverbal

cues), and expressiveness and involvelzeni: (indicators of subjective

affective-attitudinal states). This research continued at the Center

beyond the terulination of the postdoctoral fellowship; I maintained an

office at tine Center until October, 1969.

Related Activities

I attended three professional confe:Jnces on fellowship study

travel funds: 1) I chaired a panel on funded educational research at

the Western Speech Association Convention in Salt Lake City; 2)

attended the Notional Educational Research Association Convention in

Los Angeles; and 3) I read a paper at the Conference on Research De-

signs in General Semantics ac Pennsylvania State University.

In addition, I was a participant in a two-day panel charged with

exploration and the formulation of a position paper regarding field

studies in communications research. The panel was a part of the Speech

Association of America Sumac: Conference, held in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In April or May, the Director of 4he Nationtl evaluation of Follow

Through progrts at the Stanford act:etre:- Institute invited we to h.:1p i.

the refine : .ent of a classroom obscr%aEica instrtntent. The

was t:dcrtaken in the sunnier of 19:)9, anc* colpleted in August (Sherz:an,

Crisp, ;!..(1 Olson, 1969): evaluation of the previous year's pilot et fort;
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formulation o: rai:ionala cacei-.:s; and field

tests for establishing reliability vlidity of the new instrument.

Durin:: the summer, :,:at ..nothr postdoctoral follow, and

worked with several staff members ct the StanfocC In3titute

in planning and conducting a theee-day works:-.op on organizctional

communication for adr:.inistrators, faculty, students, and staff of

several Bay Arco junior colleges.

Finally, I directed four m.11si-.er's theses durin..; tht spring semester

and the summer of 196c).

Influence of the Postdoctoral rollthip

The postdoctoral work hos had profound influence on my ?..:o-

fessional life. Ti e quality of people I worked with, and the diversity

in content and research methodologies I encountered, made the year

extremely :'Iallenging, broadening, and exciting. There is no c:lestion

in my mind the year was far tore beneficial and much more influential

than my doctoral work. During the year I fel: considerable uneasiness

about not becoming more involved in any one of a number of interesting

research areas to which I was exposed. I am nm, nine months after the

fact, very secure in the view that breadth rather than narrow specializa-

tion was precisely what was needed to wrench mc away from a number of

dogmas which limited both the area and the methodology or my own research

and teaching.

As a direct result of the postdect,:::1 year, the following ch:ag..,.

in ray inteeests coT:Attents rtaily to mind: I all far



committed than before to interdisciplinary research and teachin ; and I

am currently conducting research and teaching in areas which I would

not have att,mpted without the postdoctoral fellowship experience. For

example, D:. George Araki, Depavtl;Lnt of Cellular l'ysiology at San

Francisco State, and I developed and introduced an experir:,ental graduate

seminlar in intrapersonal communications theory which we team-taught

during the spring semester. The course wds subsequently approved by the

School and is now a part of the regular course offerings in the Speech

Department. Dr. Araki will teach the course next year at 1,:sscda University,

Tokyo, Japan, and he and I are planning joint research related to the

course based on data collected in Japan and this country.

I feel extremely fortunate in being selected for the postdoctoral

fellowship program. It was the most rewarding academic experience in

my professional life.

Sincerely,

AVLloyd Crisp, Chairman
Department of Speech
San rraneisto State College
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